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Code of Conduct for PAACO Animal Welfare Auditors 

 
 

Animal welfare auditors who are PAACO certified in all auditing disciplines shall, always, 
conduct himself/herself in a professional and ethical manner consistent with expectations of the 
Professional Animal Auditor Certification Organization (PAACO).   
 
Pre-Certification:  This includes conduct at the time that the audit performance reports (shadow 
audits) are completed.  At that time, the trainee agrees he/she is a guest of the PAACO certified 
auditor and the facility/company being audited.  During the entire term of the shadow audit, the 
auditor trainee will be bound to all company and PAACO standards of confidentiality and 
behavior, including but not limited to the following terms and agreements. 
 
The facility/company being audited, PAACO and the PAACO certified auditor, protect their 
proprietary and confidential information, including all the audited company’s operation and the 
audit being conducted.  The trainee shall adhere to that same standard.  The information, 
documents, items, materials and/or events observed by the trainee may not be disclosed to any 
person/entity during the audit or at any time after completion of the audit.  This includes the 
results of the audit, the nature and conduct of the audited company’s operation or the subjective 
perceptions/beliefs of the auditor trainee pursuing PAACO certification.  The auditor trainee 
understands and agrees that disclosure of this confidential information, except as necessary in 
reporting the audit, exposes him/her to a significant risk of being named in a legal proceeding 
and may make him /her liable for all legal costs and monetary damages.  
 
Post-Certification:  Once certified, the auditor commits to continuously representing objective 
standards of auditing and all appropriate ethics and behavior as they are associated with the 
PAACO Certification.  The auditor commits to not mis-representing this certification in any way, 
and recognizes that Certification is required for each audit area.  Any breaches of behavior that 
are not consistent with these expectations may be grounds for the PAACO certification to be 
permanently rescinded. 
 
 
By signing, I agree to uphold the standards of the Professional Animal Auditor 
Certification Organization and to perform audits using objective assessments and the 
highest ethical standards. 
 
 
Auditor Trainee:         (print) 
 
 
Auditor Trainee:           (sign) 
 
 
Date:        
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